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Abstract. A dynamic model of Schistosoma japonicum transmission is presented that incorporates effects of infection
intensity, age, and sex. We use four infection intensity classes to investigate the impact of ecologic changes and public
health interventions on the burden of infection within communities. Age- and sex-specific infection data from three
disease-endemic villages in the Philippines are used to estimate the parameters of the model. The model gives good
qualitative agreement with observed fecal egg counts adjusted for the accuracy of the Kato-Katz examination. Our
results suggest that differences in infection burden between villages are caused by differences in both the infection
process and the recovery process in humans. We describe the potential impact of mass treatment of all humans on the
numbers with high infection. Furthermore, we show that a sudden reduction in snail population size would affect high
prevalence and low prevalence communities in different ways.

INTRODUCTION

Schistosoma japonicum causes schistosomiasis and imposes
a substantial health burden on the people of the Philippines.
The comparison of possible intervention strategies and the
evaluation of the impact of ecologic change on the transmis-
sion of the infection and burden of disease are of considerable
interest. There are an estimated 6.7 million people at risk with
1.8 million directly exposed to the infection.1,2 Symptoms of
infection include fever and muscular pain with acute schisto-
somiasis, malnutrition and cognitive deficits in youth, and he-
patomegaly and hepatic fibrosis of the portal vein with
chronic schistosomiasis.3−5 All schistosomes require either
aquatic or amphibious molluscan intermediate hosts to com-
plete the life cycle of the parasite with infected intermediate
hosts living for up to half a year. Therefore, although inex-
pensive effective treatment with praziquantel is available,
people who remain in disease-endemic areas usually reac-
quire infection after treatment. Any substantial changes to
local water courses are likely to have an impact on the snail
populations and people’s water contact patterns. These
changes may, in turn, have a significant effect on the local
prevalence and severity of schistosomiasis in humans.6 One
further complication of S. japonicum, compared with other
schistosomes, is its potential ability to infect other mammalian
hosts7: cattle and water buffaloes in China,1 as well as dogs,
cats, goats, pigs, and rats in the Philippines.8 These hosts may
act as a reservoir for the adult phase of the parasite.

Deterministic dynamic models of infectious disease have
been used extensively to study the transmission of the African
schistosomes.9−11 However, with the exception of the report
by Hairston,12 application of these models to S. japonicum
has been less frequent until recently.1,13 These two latter
models adopt a similar approach to that used here. Specifi-
cally, the free-living stages of the parasite are not included
explicitly. Effectively, it is assumed that infected snails are
capable of directly infecting mammalian hosts. Given that the

free-living stages have much shorter life spans than the para-
sitic stages, this is a reasonable approximation.14

The model described here extends those previously re-
ported1,13 by allowing for different intensities of infection and
age classes in the human host. This allows the model param-
eters to be estimated using detailed, corrected estimates of
infection prevalence in different age and sex categories from
a study conducted in three villages in Leyte Province, the
Philippines, before any control program had been imple-
mented.15 The three villages were separated from each other
by a minimum of 10 km and at the time of the study, there was
no significant movement of residents between villages. Al-
most all residents in the study villages were farmers and water
was supplied mainly by open wells, although some houses
were equipped with hand pumps.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data. The population and methodology used to obtain the
estimates of the proportion of the population in each age,
sex, and intensity of infection category and its 95% confi-
dence intervals (CIs) are described in a companion paper.16

Briefly, these cross-sectional data are from the baseline of a
eight-year longitudinal study conducted in three villages in
Leyte, the Philippines.4 A Bayesian cumulative-logit model
with non-proportional odds, within which we adjusted for the
sensitivity and specificity of the single stool Kato-Katz test,
was used to obtain the village-specific and average prevalence
of each age, sex, and intensity of infection category and its
95% CIs.16 These data are presented in Figure 1.

Dynamic model. The intensity of infection and the way in
which it changes with age is an important feature of the data
described, and, more generally, of human schistosome infec-
tions. Morbidity is associated with duration of the different
intensities of infection. Therefore, in this model, the human
population of each village is stratified using both intensity of
infection and age. Three age categories are used: 0−6, 7−12,
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and � 13 years. Four classes of infection are used: none (0
eggs per gram [epg] of stool), light (1−100 epg), moderate
(101−800 epg), and heavy (� 801 epg). Sex is also modeled as
a further sub-categorization because water contact patterns
differ greatly between men and women due to divisions of
labor. The key features of the dynamic model are given in the
remainder of this section and a full model definition is pre-
sented in Appendix 1. All parameters used and their values
(either assumed or estimated) are given in Tables 1 and 2.

The principle feature of the dynamic model is the mecha-
nism through which humans change their infection status:
how quickly they acquire infection and how the intensity of
infection increases and decreases over time. We assume that

these processes may differ between villages, that they vary
between age-sex groups and that they are dependent on the
number of infectious snails within each habitat. The “per
snail” rate at which humans in infection class i, age category
j and sex group k progress to the next infection class is defined
by the indexed parameter �SH

i,j,k. For example, the per snail
rate with which young male children acquire light infection is
given by �SH

0,0,0 and the rate at which those same children may
progress from mild to moderate infection is given by �SH

1,0,0. It
should be noted that one can only progress to moderate in-
fection from mild infection: it is impossible to become mod-
erately infected if one is not already infected. Therefore, the
progression described by �SH

1,0,0 is conditional on individuals

FIGURE 1. Observed infection profiles for men and women in each of the three age categories for each village in the study. A log scale is used
for the y-axis to distinguish between differences in the higher infection classes. The infection classes are defined by the concentration of eggs per
gram (epg) of stool: 0 � no infection or 0 epg; 1 � light or 1−100 epg; 2 � moderate or 101−800 epg; 3 � heavy or � 800 epg. Error bars show
the 95% confidence intervals for prevalence. Since these are based on contrasts, they are not shown for the uninfected class (see Appendix 2 for
a description of a contrast).

TABLE 1
Key to parameters used in differential equations to define the dynamic model*

Parameter Description Value Notes

�H
i Human birth rate 0 for i � 0

0.0235 for i � 0
Average lifetime of approximately 50 years in slightly growing

population
�H

j Human death rate 0.0001 As above
�H

j Human aging rates 1/7 for j � 0
1/6 for j � 1
1/48 for j � 3

Reflects age-class boundaries at years 7 and 13 with a maximum of
60 years

�S Snail birth rate 2 Average lifetime of 6 months and constant population size
�S Snail death rate 2 As above
�S Snail recovery rate 0 Snails usually die before they recover. We do not include parasite-

associated mortality in this model.
�HS

i,j,k Rate of transmission from
humans to snails

1 Set to unity because no information was available on snail population
size or parasite prevalence

�RS Rate of transmission from
reservoir mammals to snails

Set equal to �HS
base,

which is estimated
No data was available on possible reservoir mammal populations.

Therefore, it is assumed to behave as humans.
�R Reservoir mammal birth

rate
0.33 Average lifetime of 3 years and constant population size

�R Reservoir mammal death
rate

0.33 As above

�SR Rate of transmission from
snail to reservoir mammal

1 Set to unity because no information was available on snail population
size or parasite prevalence

�R Reservoir mammal recovery
rate

Set equal to �H
1 ,

which is estimated
No data was available on possible reservoir mammal populations.

Therefore, it is assumed to behave as humans.
* These parameters are assumed to be the same for each of the three villages.
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already having mild infection. A functional form is used for
�SH

i,j,k, so as to reduce the total number of parameters used,
details of which are given in the Appendix 1. The scalar pa-
rameter �SH

base determines the base per snail rate of infection in
each village.

At any given time it must also be possible for humans to
reduce the intensity of their infection. We assume that this
process is dependent on the age-sex group of the individual,
but not on the size and spatial distribution of the local snail
population. It is important to note that the class of infection
of an individual reflects the concentration of excreted eggs
and that this measure is unlikely to be directly proportional to
the number of established adult parasites.17 Therefore, the
process of recovery attempts to parameterize how the levels
of infection would decrease in a population if all snails were
removed from the local habitat. It should not be interpreted
as being a linear process directly proportional to the death
rate of the adult worms. Recovery takes a more simple func-
tional form than transmission, details of which are also given
in Appendix 1. The parameter �H determines the baseline
rate for recovery between intensity of infection classes and is
allowed to vary between villages but not between age-sex
groups.

The parameters of the dynamic model can be divided into
three types. The first type contains those parameters that are
well understood biologically and can have values assigned
with a reasonable degree of accuracy, e.g., the human birth
rate. The values used for these parameters and the corre-
sponding description are given in Table 1. The second type
consists of those that are not constrained by these data, or by

data from other studies. Some parameters of this type are not
constrained because no data are available, e.g., rates of trans-
mission from snails to mammalian reservoirs. Others are not
constrained due to the cross-sectional nature of the data, e.g.,
rates of transmission from humans to snails. Values used in
the model and the rationale for their choice are also given in
Table 1. The third type is those that are not well understood
biologically but are constrained by the data, e.g., the base rate
of transmission from snails to humans. These values are pre-
sented in Table 2. By definition, estimated values for con-
strained parameters are not sensitive to the values chosen for
unconstrained parameters.

To investigate the potential impact of non-human mamma-
lian reservoir, its average lifetime was assumed to be three
years and its population was assumed to be of constant size
with births balancing deaths. Transmission to and from the
reservoir, infection rates, and recovery rates were all assumed
to be the same as that for humans with light infection (i.e.,
i � 1). A significant difference was not obtained for either the
goodness-of-fit (GOF) P value or parameter estimates when
the model was fitted with and without a reservoir. The values
given in Table 2 are for parameters estimated without a res-
ervoir.

Since there is no information available for the prevalence
of S. japonicum infection in snails, the rates with which hu-
mans in different intensity of infection classes infect snails
(�HS

i,j,k) were not constrained by these data. Parameters were
estimated using different constant values. Again, no signifi-
cant difference was found in the GOF P value or the param-
eter estimates for the estimates of �HS

i,j,k. However, the steady-

TABLE 2
Estimated parameters values and 95% confidence intervals for dynamic model*

Parameter Description [range explored] Village Estimate 95% CI

�SH
base Scaling parameter for snail to human transmission [1 × 10−8, 10] A

B

C

1.5 × 10−5

3.8 × 10−5

2.3 × 10−5

9.3 × 10−6

2.1 × 10−5

1.8 × 10−5

6.2 × 10−5

1.8 × 10−5

2.8 × 10−5

�1 Snail to human transmission rate from light infection to moderate infection,
relative to rate from no infection to light infection [0.001, 100]

A
B
C

1.6
0.69

13

0.64, 7.5
0.64, 16
4.5, 20

�2 Snail to human transmission rate from moderate infection to heavy infection,
relative to rate from no infection to light infection [0.001, 100]

A
B
C

20
17

9.4

2.6, 35
4.5, 29
5.3, 19

	1 Snail to human transmission for men relative to women [−1, 1] A
B
C

0.15
0.11
0.11

−0.0063, 0.23
−0.020, 0.27

−0.0043, 0.28

 First parameter used to define how transmission varies with age category

[0.001, 10]
A
B
C

0.54
0.074
0.46

0.37, 1.8
0.0011, 0.83

0.11, 0.67
� Second parameter used to define how transmission varies with age category

[0.001, 10]
A
B
C

0.52
1.1
0.60

0.020, 0.72
0.53, 1.8
0.28, 1.1

�H Basic rate of recovery for humans from light infection to no infection
[1 × 10−5, 10]

A
B
C

0.060
0.058
0.034

0.023, 0.12
0.013, 0.14
0.015, 0.074

�H
2 Human recovery rate from moderate infection to light infection, relative to

that from light to no infection [0.001, 10]
A
B
C

0.73
0.60
8.3

0.30, 2.8
0.0023, 6.1

3.75, 10
�H

3 Human recovery rate from heavy infection to moderate infection relative to
that from light to no infection [0.001, 10]

A
B
C

6.3
9.1
3.4

0.64, 10
2.3, 10
2.1, 7.0

* Other parameter values (not estimated) are given in Table 1. With these parameter values, the model is consistent with the data for each village: P � 0.92, 0.85, and 0.90 for villages A, B,
and C, respectively. The ranges of parameter values investigated are given in brackets in the Description column. CI � confidence interval.
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state prevalence of infection in snails and the time needed by
the system to reach an equilibrium were sensitive to this pa-
rameter. Therefore, for simplicity, unity was used for the rates
with which humans infect snails. The speed of recovery of the
system from interventions should nonetheless be thought of
as conditional on these rates.

The model was formulated as a set of ordinary differential
equations and is described in detail in Appendix 1. Some form
of inferential framework is required to be able to make pre-
cise statements relating the mathematical model to the data.
Specifically, such a framework is required to identify which
values of the transmission parameters provide the best fit to
the data and to check for correlation among those parameters
near the best-fit values. Here, we use a maximum GOF ap-
proach that permits both point and interval estimates for the
parameters of our model. As far as we are aware, the infer-
ential approach is novel in its application to macroparasite
transmission models. Details of this approach are given in
Appendix 2.

Comparisons of interventions under different scenarios
were made using the maximum GOF parameter estimates.
The two interventions modeled were a single mass treatment
of humans and a sudden change in snail numbers. The latter
may result from a large-scale ecologic change, e.g., introduc-
tion of cemented irrigation canals. For mass treatment of hu-
mans, it was assumed that a 95% coverage was achieved with
a drug with 100% efficacy, i.e., 95% of infected people were
moved to the uninfected class. The step change in numbers of
snails was assumed to be a decrease in the numbers of sus-
ceptible and infected snails in equal proportions. It should be
noted that substantial ecologic change may increase the size
of the snail population rather than decrease it.

RESULTS

The maximum goodness-of-fit parameter estimates (MGOFE)
obtained are shown in Table 2. A comparison of model results

with the data is presented in Figure 2. The model is able to
reproduce the main features of the observed infection classes.
In particular, the characteristic differences between the infec-
tion classes for the older age categories for village A, com-
pared with those of villages B or C, are accurately repro-
duced. The model fails to reproduce the peculiar difference
between the no-infection and light-infection classes for all
three villages in the youngest age category. We suggest that
this is due to the difference in behavior within the lowest age
category. Infants and toddlers have very little opportunity to
acquire infection. However, in the model they are treated the
same way as 4−6-year-old children. It is likely that this dis-
crepancy explains why the model is not consistent with the
data (GOF P value � 0.0087).

The base parameters that govern the per snail rate of hu-
man infection, �SH

base, and recovery, �H, are well constrained
by these data (Table 2). The MGOFE values for transmission,
�SH

base, differ between the three villages, with, as would be
expected from the observed infection classes, village A having
lower transmission than villages B or C. The differences in
�SH

base are not statistically significant, but the point estimate for
village A (1.5 × 10−5; 95% CI � 9.3 × 10−6 to 2.1 ×10−5) is
considerably lower than that for village B (3.8 × 10−5; 95% CI
� 1.8 × 10−5 to 6.2 × 10−5) or for village C (2.3 × 10−5; 95%
CI � 1.8 × 10−5 to 2.8 × 10−5). In contrast, relative to the base
per snail rate of transmission, the conditional per snail rate of
progression to a higher class of infection is impossible to dif-
ferentiate between the three villages due to very large 95%
CIs. However, it must be noted that individuals have a far
greater probability of moving to higher infection intensities
class when already infected (�1 and �2). The basic rates of
recovery, �H, are similar for all three villages, except for the
recovery rate from moderate to light infection in village C
compared with village A (�2

H).
Parameter samples close to (not significantly different

from) the MGOFE for �SH
base and �H are plotted for each

FIGURE 2. Comparison of data and model infection classes for men in each of the three villages in the study. Similar results are obtained for
women. However, to aid visual clarity, only the results for men are presented. A log scale is used for the y-axis to distinguish between differences
in the higher infection classes. The infection classes are defined by the concentration of eggs per gram (epg) of stool: 0 � no infection or 0 epg;
1 � light or 1−100 epg; 2 � moderate or 101−800 epg; 3 � heavy or � 800 epg. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals for prevalence.
Since these are based on contrasts, they are not shown for the uninfected class (see Appendix 2 for a description of a contrast).
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village in Figure 3. If one remembers that the MGOFE is the
parameter value best able to reproduce the data, this chart
allows one to see how these two parameters are correlated
near to their optimal values. Thus, in the two dimensional
space of �SH

base − �H, village A is significantly different from
villages B and C, even though in each of the single dimensions
the interval estimates overlap. Note also that the shape of the
areas covered by the samples for each of the villages suggest
a positive correlation between �SH

base and �H. This is as one
might have expected because individuals who, on average,
recover more quickly would be able to absorb more infections
for a given overall burden.

Villages B and C have similar transmission characteristics,
whereas village A is quite different. Therefore, to aid clarity,
further comparisons are restricted to be between villages A
and B.

A single parameter, 	1, was used to allow for different rates
of infection for males and females. The MGOFE for this
parameter is similar for all three villages and suggests that
men are more likely to be infected than women, although the
effect is not statistically significant in this model. Further-
more, the similarity in point and interval estimates for this
parameter for all three villages suggests that there is no major
difference in the force of infection resulting from the different
water exposure patterns of men and women from village to
village.

The impact of mass chemotherapy on villages A and B is
shown in Figure 4A. The relatively detailed structure of the
human population within the model allows us to show explic-
itly the proportion of the population with heavy infections.
The steady-state prevalence proportion ratio of heavy infec-
tion in village B compared with village A is 3.5. After che-
motherapy, as indicated by the steepness of the curve post-
treatment, the rate of re-acquiring heavy infection in village B
is higher than that seen in village A. This leads to a similar
period of time being needed for both villages to return to

their pre-treatment prevalence proportion of heavy infection.
Therefore, the current model does not suggest that commu-
nities with a larger proportion of heavily infected individuals
would take longer to rebound from treatment. Given the
cross-sectional nature of the data used to estimate param-
eters, the units of time on the x-axis should be used only as a
guide.

The possible impact of a sudden reduction in snail numbers
on overall snail prevalence is shown in Figure 4B. This can be
viewed as a simple representation of a large ecologic change.
Separate y-axes are used to show the difference in relative
impact of that change. As opposed to the similar, propor-
tional, response predicted for mass treatment with chemo-
therapy, the transmission characteristics of villages A and B
respond differently to a sudden change in the numbers of
infective snails interacting with the human population. The

FIGURE 3. Maximum goodness-of-fit parameter estimates (MGOFEs)
for each of the three villages. The figure shows the parameter samples
that are not significantly different from the MGOFE for each village
for the base rates of transmission (�SH

base) and recovery (�H).

FIGURE 4. Impact of interventions. A, Prevalence of heavy infec-
tion for villages A and B before and after a community-wide treat-
ment of chemotherapy. It is assumed that the drug treatment is 100%
effective with a coverage of 95% in each community. B, Possible
impact of a sudden change in snail numbers on villages A and B.
Separate y-axes are used so as to allow comparison of the relative
rates at which over prevalence could be affected in communities with
different transmission profiles.
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higher prevalence in village B is driven by slower recovery as
well as greater transmission. Therefore, a sudden decrease in
transmission from snails to humans in village B has a propor-
tionately smaller impact than might be expected in the lower
prevalence village A because more people are infected before
and after the ecologic change in village B. As with the results
described above, the timescale of the dynamic changes should
be viewed as indicative only as the parameters are estimated
using cross-sectional data.

DISCUSSION

The age-sex specific infection profiles (as defined above)
produced by the dynamic model faithfully reproduce the main
features of those observed in the three villages. Significant
differences have been found in some key underlying param-
eters for those villages that have allowed us to quantify local
variation in the transmission characteristics of S. japonicum in
disease-endemic areas of The Philippines. These differences
may manifest themselves in the response of these communi-
ties to some interventions (such as a sudden change in snail
numbers), whereas they may not be important for other in-
terventions (such as mass chemotherapy). Although we have
not drawn on detailed ecologic data, these results are comple-
mentary to other recent studies seeking to characterize local
variation of S. japonicum transmission in China.18,19

We have shown that the prevalences of higher levels
of infection are associated with both higher transmission
and longer recovery times (Figure 3). The recovery process is
only dependent on the human population already infected,
whereas the transmission process is dependent on both snails
and humans. This suggests that there are significant differ-
ences in both human behavior and snail ecology between vil-
lage A and villages B and C. Therefore, more detailed data on
both snail and human populations, when available, may sug-
gest different optimal intervention strategies for certain snail
or human population characteristics.

The model presented here describes medium and high lev-
els of infection for small spatially distinct populations. There-
fore, it should be of considerable use in building detailed
morbidity models for S. japonicum, which could be used to
characterize morbidity and the impact of interventions on
morbidity within a small community at a specific location. Use
of systematic parameter estimation techniques, i.e., MGOFE
with prevalence contrasts, should allow for more robust
choices to be made between different strategies. Although
this was facilitated by the relatively simple structure of the
model, in future work, even as the model is allowed to be-
come more complex to capture increasing levels of biologic
detail, it should be possible to extend these inferential tech-
niques. This approach has the advantage of allowing tradi-
tional inferential statements and contrasts well with more cat-
egorical approaches to model-fit used elsewhere for highly
structured models of S. japonicum.6

A potential animal reservoir was investigated for each of
the three villages. With the MGOFE parameter values, the
presence of an animal reservoir leads to a small difference in
the period of time required for the infection classes to return
to their initial levels in the villages after mass-chemotherapy.
However, the magnitude of the effect was small, even when
taking into account the cross-sectional nature of the data.

Without any information on the potential size and cross-
infectivity of any animal reservoir, we choose not to show
these results here. However, in the absence of any demo-
graphic data on potential reservoir species or even concrete
evidence for the presence of strain specific cross-infectivity,
the possibility that animal reservoirs may impact public health
measures against human schistosome infections in The Phil-
ippines cannot be ruled out. Field studies currently underway
in The Philippines will measure infection in other mammals
and compare strains of parasite obtained from other mam-
mals with those obtained from humans.

Transmission of schistosomiasis japonicum is spatially het-
erogeneous; this is a necessary consequence of the fact that
transmission occurs primarily when humans are in direct con-
tact with infected water. Here, we have captured some of that
spatial heterogeneity by looking at data from three different
spatially distinct villages. It should be possible to build a more
informative spatially explicit model. Geographic information
systems can be used to characterize local water courses, gen-
erating statistical robust inputs for such a model. The very
local level of transmission, coupled with the small human
population size of high prevalence communities, make the
transmission of schistosomiasis particularly suitable to be
used as an example for an explicitly spatial infectious disease
model.

It is unlikely that S. japonicum will ever be eliminated from
The Philippines. However, it is not yet clear what impact
large-scale ecologic changes, such as a widespread change in
the use of modern irrigation techniques or change in plowing
techniques from water buffaloes to tractors, will have on the
overall infection profile of the disease. Therefore, the opti-
mization of control strategies, and the ability to predict the
impact of major ecologic change will remain important issues
for the foreseeable future.
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APPENDIX 1
MODEL DEFINITION

Humans Hi,j,k are indexed by intensity of infection class i,
age category j and sex group k. Infection class i � 0 repre-
sents susceptible humans with each 0 � i � imax correspond-
ing to higher infection classes. Similarly, age categories are
bounded such that 0 � j � jmax. Sex group k � 0 represents
females and k � 1 males. The rates at which humans move
between age and intensity classes are determined by the num-
bers in the different classes and the per capita rates (i.e., for
age classes, these rates would be the per capita aging and birth
and death rates). For simplicity, it is assumed that death only
occurs in the final age category and rates are chosen so as to
generate an average lifetime of 60 years with a population
growth rate of 4%. For example, births are proportional to
the birth rate H

j and the total numbers of females at that
time. The units of the rates are years−1 throughout. In gen-
eral, all parameters are defined for all classes. However, for
example, H

i,j,k � 0 for all i � 0 and j � 0, so that births only
occur into the uninfected classes of the first age groups.
Therefore, with additional parameters defined below,

dHi,j,k

dt
= j

H �
all i,j

Hi,j,0 − �j
H Hi,j,k + �j−1

H Hi, j−1,k − �j
H Hi,j,k

+ �i+1
H Hi+1,j,k − �i

H Hi,j,k + �i−1,j,k
SH Hi−1,j,k S1

− �i,j,k
SH Hi,j,k S1.

Human hosts die at rate �H
j and age at rate �H

j . The con-
stant rate of recovery of humans infected with intensity i
(Hi,j,k) to humans with a lower level of infection i − 1 (Hi−,j,k)
is �H

i . The rates at which human host’s infection levels are
increased are defined by the age-sex-intensity specific per
capita rate of infection between snail and human (�SH

i,j,k) and
the number of infected snails (S1). Therefore, the matrix �SH

i,j,k

contains the key transmission parameters for this system.
However, the values of �SH

i,j,k summarize diverse human be-
havioral and immunologic heterogeneities and must be esti-
mated. More detail is given below on the functional form and
parameters used to define �SH

i,j,k. Where the indices of the
human class are outside the ranges defined for i, j and k, it is
assumed that the class takes a value of 0.

Snail dynamics are defined by the following two equations,
with parameters defined below,

dS0

dt
= S �S0 + S1� − S0 �

all i,j,k
�i,j,k

HS Hi,j,k − S0�RS R1 − �S S0 + �S S1

dS1

dt
= S0 �

all i,j,k
�i,j,k

HS Hi,j,k + S0�RS R1 − �S S1 − �S S1.
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Snails are born at rate s and die at rate �S. Snails recover
from infection at rate �S. It is assumed that the rate at which
snails are infected is proportional to the number of infectious
humans. In general, the rate at which humans infects snails is
dependent on the number of humans in each infection inten-
sity-age-sex class. The parameter matrix �SH

i,j,k defines the spe-
cific rates at which this occurs. Similarly, �RS defines the rate
at which infected non-human reservoir mammals infect snails.

The class R1 is infected reservoir mammals. Reservoir
mammals are born at rate R and die at rate �R. They are
infected by infectious snails at rate �SR and they recover from
infection at a rate �R. Therefore, the rates of change of the
two reservoir mammal classes can be defined as

dR0

dt
= R �R0 + R1� − �SR S1R0 − �R R0 + �R R1

dR1

dt
= �SR S1R0 − �R R1 − �R R1.

These equations can be reduced to the three equations
given in both references 1 and 13. If it is assumed that births
balance deaths, then the population is of constant size. Each
absolute number representing the size of each infected group
in the snail (S1), reservoir (R1), and human (H1,j,k for i > 0)
populations can be divided by the total population size of
their respective species-age-sex group to obtain prevalence
estimates. In the case of humans, the proportion of each age-
sex group in each intensity of infection class can also be ob-
tained. With only one infection class (imax � 1) one age class
(jmax � 0) and one sex class (kmax � 0), we are left with only
infection and recovery terms. A single infection class and
constant population size allows the human system to be speci-
fied completely by just one equation.

The parameter matrix �SH
i,j,k is of particular interest as it

characterizes the transmission dynamics from snails to hu-
mans. The behavioral and immunologic heterogeneities of the
human population are summarized in these parameters. For
example, if it is more likely that males rather than females
acquire additional infection, then we would expect �SH

0,j,1 >
�SH

0,j,0.
To reduce the numbers of parameters used in the model,

we do not estimate each element of �SH
i,j,k separately. The fol-

lowing functional form is used to populate the matrix:

�i,j,k
SH = �base

SH �i	kC
 �e−��j+1� − e−
�j+1�


 − �
�.

Infection and sex effects are scaled by the parameter vec-
tors �i and 	k respectively. Both �0 � 1 and 	0 � 1. We
choose not to use a parameter vector for all values of age-
dependent relative transmission. Instead, a scaled difference

of exponents is used as a two-parameter function capable of
different peak ages of infection. This functional form has
been used to describe the age profile of filarial infection in an
Indian town.20 Parameters 
 and � define the shape of this
function and C is the scaling parameter such that, effectively,
the peak age-dependent transmission factor is always 1. More
precisely,

C = ��
�e−��j+1� − e−
�j+1��


 − �
�

max
�−1

,

where the function inside the square brackets is maximized
over 0 � j � jmax. Note that independence between the effects
of infection status, age, and sex is assumed implicitly in the
above formulation.

APPENDIX 2
INFERENCE

The prevalence of each age-sex infection class are defined
in Appendix 1 with steady-state solutions for the differential
equations. The equations are solved numerically using the
adaptive step size Runge-Kutta algorithm.21 Our interest is in
fitting a single longitudinal data set using this model. There-
fore, only a steady-state solution for the model was required.
This need not be steady state in the strict mathematical sense.
Our criteria were that the system could be assumed to be
stationary if no single infection-age-sex prevalence had
changed by a factor of more than 0.01 in the previous 10
years. It is very unlikely that changes smaller than this would
ever be observed through community surveillance systems.

Let the steady state prevalence for infection class i, age
category j, and sex group k be yi,j,k. Each prevalence, where i
� 0, was converted into a contrast.22 The expected contrast
Ei,j,k is defined to be

Ei,j,k = ln�yi,j,k

y0,j,k
�,

with i � 0. A �2 statistic was then obtained from a likelihood
ratio goodness-of-fit (GOP) test using the posterior distribu-
tions for each observed contrast.16 Parameters were esti-
mated and GOF P values were obtained. Simulated annealing
was used for optimisation and interval estimation.23 As well
as being robust against local extremes, this algorithm can be
used to generate confidence bounds and maximum goodness-
of-fit estimates in a single process. Typically, 105 samples
were taken during which the scaling constant (analogous to
temperature) was allowed to drop from 50 to 0.1. Repeated
runs were performed for all parameter estimates from differ-
ent starting points to ensure results were not sensitive to the
initial state of the algorithm.
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